Occupying different campus spaces.

Examine the ways that we localize global issues by resistance and political engagement, but rather to action protests are the only or most valuable form of whose events have not manifested in on-campus and regions, as shown by the large swathes of the world simultaneously upheld its prioritization of certain people and attention to the ways that the political consciousness on buildings across the world are unintentional, they draw locations from which the protested issues originate.

This maps explores how we project the world onto Middlebury’s campus by projecting the campus onto the map at the locations from which the protested issues originate. Though the colonial undertones of placing Middlebury’s buildings across the world are unintentional, they draw attention to the ways that the political consciousness on campus has worked to counter colonialism and simultaneously upheld its prioritization of certain people and regions, as shown by the large swathes of the world whose events have not manifested in on-campus protests. This map is not meant to imply that direct action protests are the only or most valuable form of resistance and political engagement, but rather to examine the ways that we localize issues by occupying different campus spaces.

Global Citizenship: Locating Non-Local Events on Campus

Which world issues manifest in protests on Middlebury’s campus? Why do students protest where they do?
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